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"…enhance[s] understanding of the subject.  The objective is achieved." -- The Cost Engineer

. . .a happy medium between theory and practice... ...can be for advanced undergraduate or early graduate students.
---International Logistics 

. . .enhance[s] understanding of the subject. The objective is achieved.
---The Cost Engineer    

       Text and reference introducing and demonstrating methods for solving complex problems in facilities location. Stresses careful location choice for improved flow of materials and services, a reduced need for duplications or construction redundancies, and optimal use of time and cost.
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Symbian OS C++ for Mobile Phones (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Richard Harrison’s existing books are the bestsellers in the Symbian Press Portfolio.Ð’  His latest book, co-written with Mark Shackman is the successor to "Symbian OS C++ for Mobile Phones" Volumes One and Two. Written in the same style as the two previous volumes, this is set to be another gem in the series.Ð’ 
...
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Data Management for Multimedia RetrievalCambridge University Press, 2010

	Multimedia data require specialized management techniques because the representations of color, time, semantic concepts, and other underlying information can be drastically different from one another. The user's subjective judgment can also have significant impact on what data or features are relevant in a given context. These factors...
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Learning Python Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written for intermediate Python programmers, this excellent tutorial will help streamline your work through the use of Design Patterns. You'll learn through example and clear explanations to expand your know-how and speed up your output.


	Overview

	
		Explore the Model-View-Controller pattern and learn how...
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God, Do You Really Care?: Finding Strength When He Seems DistantMultnomah, 2006

	You're in over your head. The hits just keep coming. Maybe you could handle this if you knew God cared. But right now? Well...you're not really sure.

	

	Catastrophe, sickness, loss, and other unexpected trials and setbacks can make you doubt the God is good or wants your best. But He...
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Java(TM) Native Interface: Programmer's Guide and SpecificationAddison Wesley, 1999
The Java Native Interface (JNI) enables the integration of code written in the Java programming language with code written in other languages such as C and C++. It allows programmers to take full advantage of the Java platform without having to abandon their investment in legacy code. 

 This book is the definitive resource and a...
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Faster Smarter Beginning ProgrammingMicrosoft Press, 2002
Cut to the chase—for faster, smarter ways to start programming  now!

Now you can write your own programs with Microsoft® Visual  Basic® .NET—faster, smarter and better. Dive in—this friendly, high-energy guide  makes it easy to learn exactly what you need. Use the numbered steps,...
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